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Often fundraisers think that in order to ask people for sponsorship or
donations, they need to be taking part in a large scale, organised challenge
events or else be subject to endless bake-a-thons. But there are thousands
of ways to raise money for your favourite charity. Sometimes it isn’t possible
to put on physical fundraising events and activities – but we know that won’t
stop you from getting involved!
In this digital world CHUF wants to support fundraisers to connect and
utilise virtual activity and online fundraising. We’ve compiled a range of
useful platforms and ideas to get you started, whether flying solo or raising
as part of a team.

Getting Started - Go Cashless
The best way to get people to donate to your activity is to set up a page on a platform that
makes it easy for them to give. This means you don’t have to collect in pledges and avoids
the hassle of you getting cash and cheques to us. The money comes directly to us and offers
your supporters the option to add Gift Aid where appropriate, allowing CHUF to claim an
additional 25% on top of their donation with no cost to them, and no fuss!
The most popular of these include Just Giving and Virgin Money Giving. Once you have
set up a page, you can then share the link via email, WhatsApp and social media such as
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

Set a target and

people will want to
help you smash it

Write a summary

it helps when people
understand why
you’ve chosen to
support CHUF

Share, share, share.

The more people who see
your fundraiser, the more
that will get involved

Use images to bring
your page to life

Sign up...
To sign up or if you’re looking for some inspiration, you can
check out other CHUF fundraisers’ Just Giving pages.

Or sign up to Virgin Money Giving for CHUF.
Each of these sites have in depth help pages to make it easy for you to get set up,
but if you’re struggling you can always contact a member of the CHUF team on
info@chuf.org.uk and we’ll do our best to help.

Facebook Fundraisers
In addition to sites such as Just Giving, Virgin Money Giving and GoFundMe, Facebook
has become a popular and trusted medium to donate to your chosen charity. In fact, often
as your Birthday approaches, Facebook will ask if you want to set up a Birthday Fundraiser
- and what better way to celebrate than by getting friends both near and far to chip to
something that has more impact than a smelly set?!
You don’t have to wait until your birthday though, you can set up a fundraiser for CHUF at
any time. Just search Facebook fundraising and you’ll be taken to a page that will lead you
through the set-up, step by step or CLICK HERE to get started!
This is an easy way for you to communicate to your friends on social media about your
decision to collect for CHUF. However, if you’re fundraising as a group, plan to donate
over a longer period of time or incorporate a range of different activities, the Facebook
fundraising tool might not be as flexible as the other options.

Going the Extra Mile with Virtual
Challenge Events
You can walk, run, swim and cycle without being part of a massive crew. You could make
your challenge time-shifted or solo, whilst still creating a team community by sharing
progress pics and videos with teammates and supporters.
Could you do the equivalent of a marathon in your garden, climb three peaks on your
staircase or use that dusty spin bike in the garage to clock up your desired distance for
sponsorship?
Just Giving or apps such as Everyday Hero allow you to link your fundraiser to your
challenge activity via Strava.
Strava can be linked to your own smart devices via an app and helps you demonstrate
your distance to your followers and supporters. Alternatively, you can simply use your own
system’s tracking device (e.g. apple watch, fitbit or garmin) to share your progress, distance
and times. This lets your supporters see how you’re getting on, and their donations might
just be the boost you need to complete the next milestone.

Have a Get
Together
Are you a host with the most? During the
Covid-19 lockdown, apps like HouseParty
and video conferencing tools such as Webex
and Zoom exploded. There are now more
ways than ever to have a virtual get together,
whether that’s via the platforms above, or on
Facetime, Skype or WhatsApp.
So, why not pour yourself a long one, and chat with your mates, all whilst donating
what would have been the cost of your usual night out to CHUF.
To make things interesting, you could incorporate party games, or host a virtual quiz;
by charging a small entry fee payable on JustGiving or Virgin Money Giving - you
could rack up your desired fundraising total without too much effort.

Here’s our virtual quiz top tips:
	
Have a test run on your chosen platform by sending the invite/link to a couple of
family members or close friends to make sure that the technology works and to
spot early teething problems.

	
Make it interactive - Pop quiz rounds onto a Powerpoint so you don’t have to keep
repeating questions. What’s more, you can include picture rounds, music rounds,
catchphrase cover-ups and so on. On Zoom, you would simply share your screen
and run the Powerpoint whilst still keeping your participants interacting in the
viewing window!

	
Webex allows you to upload powerpoints and incorporate a polling/voting option,
which means you can tot up scores as you go
Have fun. Get the music on and see if you could name a winner for wackiest
dressed at the end.

What are you good at?
If you’ve got a hidden talent, are part of a band or are a gamer extraordinaire you can
leverage this to raise money. You could put on a virtual gig on Twitch or Youtube and
charge your friends a small donation as entry.
If you love gaming then why not host a sponsored online tournament, which allows
you to team up, play the game you love, whilst raising money at the same time.
Whether it’s cake decorating, sign language, face-painting, origami, dancing or excel
spreadsheets; if you have enviable skills, then maybe people would be prepared to pay a
donation to learn how you do it. You could do a one-off or series of lessons on a webinar,
pre-record some material, or send out PDF step-by-step guides. Unleash your inner teacher
and gain kudos all whilst raising money for an amazing cause.

Boost your business...
Do you have a product, service or skill that people might be interested in? If so, why not
host a sweepstake or 100 square draw for people to enter. For example, if you have a
cleaning company, why not offer a full Oven Clean or 2-hour slot to the winner? You could
even team up with others to provide an online auction of promises.

Share, Share, Share
Nobody is going to visit your fundraising page unless they know it’s there so you’ll need to
make sure you share it on your social media channels such as Facebook and Twitter. You
can even email the link or pop it in your WhatsApp groups to get maximum coverage.

Spread the love
Whilst you’re busy sharing the details of your fundraiser don’t forget to highlight your reasons
to raise for, and connection to CHUF. People want to know why you think CHUF is so awesome.
Get them behind you and bring them on your journey.
If there’s a little lull in your donations, you could refresh your ask with a personal video, photo or
a reminder of what you’ve achieved so far. People respond far more to asks from someone they
know directly than from the charity itself. Around 1 in 4 emails from a friend or colleague results
in a donation so don’t be afraid to re-ask, they might have been busy or simply forgotten the
first time.

4000 Heart Heroes
are treated in Newcastle
each year

CHD takes more lives
of babies under 1, than
all childhood cancers
combined

Don’t forget the downloads
CHUF have some handy downloadable materials such as bunting so that your videos and photos
have CHUF in the background. Also, whilst some of our materials might seem like they only work
at live events, you can use them inventively. People could still guess the sweets in a jar via video,
or you could offer prizes in the form of IOU’s, to be distributed when it is possible to do so.

Thank and update
At the end of your fundraiser, don’t forget to let your friends and loved ones know how much
they’ve helped you raise. Better yet, paint a picture for them- not just the £’s and pennies, but
consider how your donations translate into real action for Heart Families. Whilst the money is
vital to CHUF’s work, we value supporters most highly. If through your fundraiser you can turn
just 1 more person to our cause, you’ll have spread the CHUF message effectively.

Keep CHUF in the loop
We love sharing your successes, so tag CHUF or send across your pictures and stories to
info@chuf.org.uk and we’ll feature your efforts on Facebook or maybe even in our
Newsletter updates!

Follow us on:
Newsletter
Sign up to CHUF’s Newsletter to keep up to date with how we’re supporting Heart
Heroes, and see what your fundraising efforts have helped to achieve!

Click here to sign up!

What your money could
help to achieve:
£100
Could pay for a special character mascot to come and visit a poorly child on the

Unit for their birthday. A small thing that brings massive smiles at a difficult time.

£500
Is around 6 months’ worth of craft materials and

sensory toys that keep children busy and creative.

£1,000
Could send a Heart family to the British Transplant Games; allowing a Heart Hero to
demonstrate their ability and fulfill their sporting ambitions.

£5,000
Pays for new parent software enabling parents
to keep in touch daily with the medical team.

£10,000
The 3D V-Pod system is an interactive virtual reality screen allowing children to watch
animations or play games whilst undergoing painful or unpleasant treatments. This

effective 3D distraction allows medical staff to get the necessary work done with less
fuss, making the treatments less traumatic for children.

£30,000
Could help CHUF to continue to provide specialist support for Heart Children

through amazing posts such as the UK’s only Fontan Nurse and the Complex Cardio
Discharge Nurse. These amazing people help Heart Heroes with the longer-term

impacts of growing up with their heart conditions and can offer condition specific
advice to families.

Inspiring hope and
enabling Heart Heroes to
reach their full potential.
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